openQA Tests - action #109367
[sle][migration][sle15sp4][milestone]test fails in zypper_migration - serial console seems can not
receive string such as "root"
2022-04-01 09:47 - coolgw
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Bugs in existing tests
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2.00 hours

Target version:
Difficulty:
Description

Observation
openQA test in scenario
sle-15-SP4-Migration-from-SLE15-SPx-Milestone-s390x-online_sles15sp3_smt_basesys-srv_all_full_zypp@s390x-kvm-sle15 fails in
zypper_migration

Test suite description
This case already failed at least 4 times, so need further check what we can improved.

Reproducible
Fails since (at least) Build 61.1

Expected result
Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details
Always latest result in this scenario: latest
History
#1 - 2022-04-01 12:03 - coolgw
add retry in custo br
Created job #8455575:
sle-15-SP4-Migration-from-SLE15-SPx-Milestone-s390x-Build117.1-online_sles15sp3_smt_basesys-srv_all_full_zypp@s390x-kvm-sle15 ->
https://openqa.suse.de/t8455575
#2 - 2022-04-01 12:51 - coolgw
!!!===clone_result ===
Created job #8455907:
sle-15-SP4-Migration-from-SLE15-SPx-Milestone-s390x-Build117.1-online_sles15sp3_smt_basesys-srv_all_full_zypp@s390x-kvm-sle15 ->
https://openqa.suse.de/t8455907
set priority for 8455907
{"job_id":8455907}
!!!===clone_result ===
Created job #8455908:
sle-15-SP4-Migration-from-SLE15-SPx-Milestone-s390x-Build117.1-online_sles15sp3_smt_basesys-srv_all_full_zypp@s390x-kvm-sle15 ->
https://openqa.suse.de/t8455908
set priority for 8455908
{"job_id":8455908}
#3 - 2022-04-02 02:02 - coolgw
When i try to use branch verify my assumption, the issue disappear again, last three run all pass!!
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#4 - 2022-04-02 07:00 - coolgw
- Status changed from New to Rejected
- Estimated time set to 2.00 h
close it firstly, reopen if can reproduce
#5 - 2022-04-17 00:08 - openqa_review
This is an autogenerated message for openQA integration by the openqa_review script:
This bug is still referenced in a failing openQA test: online_sles15sp3_smt_basesys-srv_all_full_zypp
https://openqa.suse.de/tests/8453356#step/zypper_migration/1
To prevent further reminder comments one of the following options should be followed:
1. The test scenario is fixed by applying the bug fix to the tested product or the test is adjusted
2. The openQA job group is moved to "Released" or "EOL" (End-of-Life)
3. The bugref in the openQA scenario is removed or replaced, e.g. label:wontfix:boo1234
Expect the next reminder at the earliest in 28 days if nothing changes in this ticket.
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